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Abstract—This paper presents a method to recognize cows
using their 3D face point clouds. Face is chosen because of the
rigid structure of the skull compared to other parts. The 3D
face point clouds are acquired using a newly designed dual 3D
camera setup. After registering the 3D faces to a specific pose,
the cow’s ID is determined by running Iterative Closest Point
(ICP) method on the probe against all the point clouds in the
gallery. The root mean square error (RMSE) between the ICP
correspondences is used to identify the cows. The smaller the
RMSE, the more likely that the cow is from the same class. In a
closed set of 32 cows with 5 point clouds per cow in the gallery,
the ICP recognition demonstrates an almost perfect identification
rate of 99.53%.

Index Terms—Cows, Biometrics, 3D face recognition, registra-
tion, Iterative Closest Point

I. INTRODUCTION

Biometric identification is an efficient and a reliable method
because it uses the unique natural discriminating features of
each subject without the need of an external identification
document or an attached device. This paper aims to design,
implement, test and qualify a system that identifies cows
using their 3D face point clouds. The project was carried out
in the Product Development Group of the Dutch agri-tech
company - Lely Industries N.V. Despite existing electrical
cow identification methods, computer vision is opted due to
its reliability, cost effectiveness and non-invasive property.
Twisted Infrared (IR) tag around the neck sometimes results
in failure of identification as the tag faces the cow’s body.
The IR sensor’s batteries are non-replaceable, making the
current system expensive. The tag around the neck also causes
discomfort to the cow. Cameras are cost-effective and visual
biometric identification methods like face recognition are non-
invasive. The anatomy of the cow shows us that the skull is
rigid and symmetric [1], which gives enough reason to pursue
the cows’ 3D faces for identification. This paper attempts to
answer if we can uniquely identify cows based on their 3D
face shapes. A new dual 3D camera setup is designed to
capture the face of the cow. The 3D face is registered to a
specific pose by finding the region of interest and correcting
the rotation angles using the vertical symmetry of the cow’s
face [2]. For recognition, the probe point cloud is compared
with all the point clouds in the gallery using ICP [3] and inlier
RMSE, a metric from the python library Open3D [4] is used
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to identify the cow. The identification rate for a herd of 32
cows is 99.53%, which proves that the 3D face shape can be
used to identify cows.

The paper is organized as follows: Related work on visual
cow identification, human face recognition and point cloud
registration methods is explained in section II. The method-
ology of the proposed system is explained in section III. The
results are presented and analyzed in section IV. The paper is
concluded with an insight on future scope in section V.

II. RELATED WORK

The authors of [5] demonstrated a Deep Learning method to
identify cows based on multiple perspectives of their 2D face
images. The accuracy for a closed set of 561 images from
52 cows was observed to be 89%. Their paper explains the
shortcomings in terms of 2D landmark annotation, owing to
the shape of the cow’s face and states that multiple views yield
better identification results. ICP based recognition systems
have been explored for 3D human faces [6], however, as
mentioned in [2], ICP takes several seconds to register and
recognize. The author in [2] describes a fast and accurate
3D face registration and recognition method with a rank-1
identification rate of 99%. For 3D face registration, the region
of interest (ROI) is estimated by fitting a cylinder. The vertical
symmetry plane is obtained by finding the rotation around y
and z axes. The angle between the nose bridge and the vertical
axis is maintained at π

6 rad. Recognition is done by estimating
the likelihood ratio of the probe’s PCA-LDA features after
comparing with those in the gallery. This method overcomes
the time complexity of ICP and speeds up 3D face recognition
for humans.

As opposed to humans, cows lack the luxury of publicly
available face database. Additionally, 2D face registration for
cows is challenging as the face creates self occlusion for even
a minute change of pose.

Two cameras are used in this project to overcome self occlu-
sion. Point cloud registration is the process of estimating the
rigid body transformation matrix that aligns the perspectives
from both cameras, giving us a complete view of the subject.

ICP [3] estimates the transformation between two point
clouds (source to target) by minimizing the distances between
correspondences, given an initial transformation. The transfor-
mation matrix is iteratively updated to minimize the point to
point distances over the correspondence set. Let C = {(p, q)}
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Fig. 1: Project Pipeline

be the correspondence set with correspondence pairs p ∈ P
and q ∈ Q, where P and Q are the target and the source point
clouds respectively. The two main ICP result metrics described
in the library Open3D [4] are called Fitness (F ) and Inlier
Root Mean Square Error (IRMSE).

F =
Nc

Np
IRMSE =

1

Nc

∑
(p,q)∈C

dp−q

Nc is the number of correspondences, Np is the number of
points in the target point cloud and dp−q is the mean squared
distance between the correspondences. Fitness describes the
overlapping area between the two point clouds. Inlier RMSE
is the average of the mean square point to point distances of
the correspondences(Inliers). A good registration results in a
high fitness value (in the range [0,1]) and a low inlier RMSE
value.

This paper aims to demonstrate the 3D face registration
method explained in [2], on cows. The recognition method
will be based on point-to-point ICP [3].

III. METHODOLOGY

The proposed system’s methodology can be divided into
three steps: Data Acquisition, 3D Face Registration and ICP
Based Recognition

These steps can be seen in figure 1. The camera setup is
designed to capture the 3D recordings of the cow’s face. From
the recordings, the required frames are captured and the point
clouds are extracted. L-R registration method is performed
on the extracted point cloud pairs to obtain 3D faces. The
3D faces are de-noised and transformed to a common pose
as described in section III-B [2]. Point to point ICP [3] is
performed on every probe point cloud against all the point
clouds in the gallery. The resulting inlier RMSE score is used
to identify cows.

A. Data Acquisition

A new dual 3D camera 1 setup is designed to acquire the
3D face of the cow. Both cameras are designed to face forward
with no tilt because tilting the cameras would increase the field
of view, which brings other cows in the frame and affects the
further steps. Since the approximate ear to ear width of the
cow was about 35 cm, the cameras were placed 70 cm apart.
An illustration of the setup can be seen in figure 2, where CL

and CR represent the left and right cameras respectively. FW ,
FD and SB denote the approximate face width, approximate

1Intel Realsense D435

distance of the face from the setup and the fixed setup baseline
respectively. Figure 3 shows the setup used in the farm.

Description Value
Approx. dist. cow to camera 60 cm

Setup baseline 70 cm
Cow face width 35 cm

Diagonal Field of view 95°± 3°(per camera)
Resolution 848 × 480 px

Frames per second 15 fps

TABLE I: Camera Setup Specification

Table I shows the specification of the camera setup and
the camera itself. Due to the auto exposure setting in the
Realsense camera, it was observed that the 3D points were
very poorly estimated for cows with white fur or a surface
that reflects light. So, only black or dark skinned cows are
used in this project for identification. From a one-day data
acquisition session, 1442 point clouds from 32 cows were
collected and are used in this project. Each cow has 10 to
75 point clouds. Five point clouds per cow are stored in
the gallery and the remaining are used as probe. The cows
were treated gently without any discomfort throughout the data
acquisition process.

To combine the point clouds from both cameras, L-R
Registration method is followed (L-R indicates Left - Right
cameras).

L-R registration is divided into two steps: a feature-based
Global Registration method that estimates a coarse transfor-
mation matrix and a Local Registration method that refines
the transformation.

Fast Point Feature Histograms (FPFH) features are esti-
mated on the down-sampled point cloud [7]. A coarse transfor-
mation is obtained from the FPFH correspondences between
the left (source) and the right (target) point clouds using
RANdom SAmple Consensus (RANSAC) [8]. The RANSAC
model is set to converge when the distance between majority
of the correspondences reaches a global minimum. This coarse
transformation matrix is fed to the ICP algorithm as an initial
transformation estimate and yields a fine transformation matrix
between the left and right cameras. This resulted in a visually
convincing L-R Registration.

Table II shows the different parameters used in L-R regis-
tration method. On an Intel i7 6-core 2.20 GHz CPU, it takes
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Fig. 2: Data Acquisition - Illustration Fig. 3: Hardware set up

roughly 2 seconds to complete L-R Registration for one pair
of point clouds.

Description Value
Voxel size for downsampling 0.02 m
Downsampling search radius 0.04 m
FPFH features search radius 0.1 m
RANSAC distance threshold 0.03 m

TABLE II: Point Cloud Registration Parameters

B. 3D Face Registration [2]

3D face registration involves de-noising and transforming
the L-R registered 3D face point cloud to a specific pose. The
chosen pose is the front view of the cow, with the nose bridge
area parallel to the image plane, which results in an ideal
perspective that shows the vertical symmetry of the cow’s face.
A slightly modified version of the face registration method
explained in [2] is implemented in this section.

To estimate the ROI of the point cloud, the surface normals
of the point cloud are calculated and a cylinder is fit using
RANSAC. The open source C++ library PCL [9] is used to fit
a cylinder and extract the ROI using the defined parameters
(Table III) on the point cloud. The input and output of the
ROI estimation is illustrated in figure 4.

Fig. 4: Estimating ROI using PCL Cylinder Fitting

Description Value
Radius Interval [0.15, 0.20] m

Inlier Distance Threshold
radius± 0.05 m(from Axis)

Max. RANSAC Iterations 1000

TABLE III: Cylinder fitting parameters

As opposed to humans, cows have a longer and relatively
flatter nose bridge. So, a plane Pα with normal Nα is fitted
on the ROI point cloud using RANSAC in PCL. This plane
always fits on the nose bridge with a very minor tilt. The x-
y plane is called Pxy with normal Nz . The angle γ between
Pα and Pxy is calculated using their normals and the ROI is
rotated around the x-axis by this angle. A plane Pnα is fit
on the rotated ROI point cloud and it is translated along the
positive z- axis to a distance dz = D − 0.1 where D is the
distance between the planes Pnα and Pxy . This will translate
the point cloud approximately 10 cm from the x-y plane.

Fig. 5: Completely registered point cloud

To estimate the rotation angles along the y and z axes (θ
and ϕ), we use the vertical symmetry of the cow’s face and
implement parts of the Symmetry Plane section in [2]. A low
resolution range image is constructed for multiple steps of
rotation around the y axis (θ), by projecting the point cloud
on the x-y plane with 5x5 mm grids. The value of each
pixel in this range image is equal to the average depth (z
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coordinate) of points projected to the corresponding grid. The
image is rotated in-plane in multiple steps which is the same
as rotating along z-axis (ϕ). For every step in ϕ, The range
image is mirrored and is slid horizontally in [− 3

4w,
3
4w] with

a step size of d = 5 mm, where w is the width of the range
image. For every step d, the pixel-wise difference (diffz)
between the image and its mirror is computed. The pixel is
said to contribute to the symmetry if the diffz value lies
below the threshold (0.01). The θ and ϕ step corresponding to
the maximum number of contributing pixels are the required
angles to straighten the cow’s face. The result is called a
completely registered point cloud (figure 5). The parameters
used to obtain the symmetric orientations is summarized in
the table IV. It was observed that some gallery point clouds
are incorrectly registered but the source of these irregularities
is not investigated in this project.

Description Value
θ interval [−π

9 ,
π
9 ] rad.

θ step size π
90 rad.

ϕ interval [−π
4 ,

π
4 ] rad.

ϕ step size π
50 rad.

Sliding interval [− 3
4width,

3
4width]

Sliding step 0.05 m
diffz threshold 0.01

TABLE IV: Symmetric Orientation Parameters

C. ICP Based Recognition

ICP based recognition method is identical to the two-step
L-R registration method. It is a computationally expensive and
time consuming process as each of the probe point cloud is
compared with all 160 gallery point clouds (32 cows with 5
point clouds each). Figure 6 shows an overview of the ICP
based recognition method. ICP on each probe generates 160
Fitness and Inlier RMSE scores. The inlier RMSE scores are
grouped for each cow in gallery and the average scores per
cow is computed, which results in a reduced set Rs of 32
scores. The gallery ID corresponding to the minimum inlier
RMSE score of Rs is the predicted ID. Out of 1282 probes
from 32 cows, 1276 probes are correctly predicted, yielding
an identification rate of 99.532%. Recognizing each cow takes
about 300 seconds on an Intel i7 6-core 2.20 GHz CPU.
With further improvements in the data acquisition process and
implementation of a version of [2], the recognition process
could be much faster.

IV. RESULTS & DISCUSSION

The metric inlier RMSE was chosen after analyzing both
metrics for 1442 probes in a verification experiment. ICP
was performed for all 1442 point clouds with all 160 gallery
point clouds, except itself. For instance, if probes are in the
gallery, ICP was performed only on 159 gallery point clouds,
excluding itself. Figure 7 shows distribution plots of the same
vs different cows for the fitness and inlier RMSE scores. We
see that fitness is not a reliable metric as the distribution shows

Fig. 6: ICP based recognition method

(a) Inlier RMSE

(b) Fitness

Fig. 7: Distribution plots of the cows based on the chosen
metrics

a considerable overlap between scores 0.75 and 1.00. However,
the inlier RMSE separates the same and different cows at a
score threshold of approximately 0.003. Receiver Operating
Characteristic (ROC) curves are plotted for both the metrics
and the result is shown in figure 8. Inlier RMSE is observed to
have an Equal Error Rate (EER) of about 6.5% at a threshold
of 0.0032, while Fitness has an EER of 22% at a threshold of
0.836. The results show that inlier RMSE is a better metric to
classify cows in this dataset.

In a closed set identification experiment, we see the iden-
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Fig. 8: ROC Curves - Fitness and Inlier RMSE

# Gallery point Identification Rate (%)
clouds per cow Min. Max.

1 88.611 99.220
2 94.462 99.532
3 97.738 99.220
4 98.830 99.142
5 99.142

TABLE V: Identification Rates

tification rates for different number of gallery point clouds
per cow. This will give us an idea of how the system could
perform with respect to the amount of data in the gallery.
We perform the identification experiment on 1282 probe point
clouds, excluding the 160 gallery point clouds.

Table V shows the identification rates for different number
of point clouds in gallery. Minimum and maximum identifi-
cation rates refer to the extremes, where the decision is made
based on the worst and the best case inlier RMSE scores
respectively. In the case of 1 gallery point cloud per cow, we
select the lowest (best case) and the highest (worst case) inlier
RMSE scores per cow. The former yields an identification rate
of 99.220% and the latter yields 88.611%. Similarly, in the
cases of 2, 3 and 4 gallery point clouds per cow, we choose the
average of the lowest(best cases) or highest (worst cases) 2,3
and 4 inlier RMSE scores. The average of all 5 inlier RMSE
values showed an identification rate of 99.142%. The trend
shows us that as we keep adding more gallery point clouds
per cow we get lower RMSE scores, whose contribution is
clearly reflected in the Minimum Identification Rate field.

V. CONCLUSION & FUTURE SCOPE

The objective of this project was to investigate and prove the
concept of identifying cows using their face shapes in order to
improve cost efficiency and the cow’s comfort. The method-
ology involves slightly modified existing 3D face registration
and recognition methods. After acquiring face point clouds
from the proposed dual 3D camera setup and registering them,
ICP based recognition yields near perfect identification rate

of 99.532%. The results prove that we can distinguish cows
based on their face shapes and opens up further possibilities in
implementing a more robust registration method, speeding up
the recognition process and investigating the performance on
a larger scale. While the identification rate is expected to be in
a similar range, computation time will increase linearly with
herd size because ICP should be performed for more cows.
Most medium-sized Dutch farms have over 40 cows and a
real time implementation of this system requires it to be at
least 15 times faster (20 s per cow). To improve the speed,
implementing a faster and more accurate 3D face recognition
method as explained in [10] for cows on a bigger dataset
would be an interesting experiment. Collecting data over a
longer period of time from different types of cows will show
if facial variations (natural or due to sickness) will affect the
system’s performance. A bigger dataset will enable further
research on 3D cow face recognition using conventional and
Deep Learning methods. If vision based systems out-perform
the traditional electrical ones, cows will be free from IR tags
around the neck.
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